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flight to america: the social background of 300,000 danish ... - schools for life: the grundtvigian folk
schools in america, by enok mortensen. solvang, california: danish-american heritage soci-ety, 1977, pp. 143.
$5.00. in recent decades, research on danish emigration and the history of danes following their arrival in the
united states has lagged behind danish american heritage society 4105 stone brook road ... - enok
mortensen (1902-1984) was a pastor in the danish lutheran church in america as well a writer, historian,
teacher, and archivist. among his major historical works are danish-american life and letters: a bibliography
(1945), the danish lutheran church in america (1967) and schools for life—a danish american experiment in
adult education ... church and life - pure - (schools for life, a danish-american experiment in adult education,
enok mortensen, danish american heritage society, printed by american publishing com-pany, askov, mn, p.
18.) human comes first by michael schelde director of the grundtvig center university of aarhus and vartov
danes and icelanders in michigan - muse.jhu - nity library; enok mortensen, schools for life: a danishamerican experiment in adult education (askov, mn: danish-american heritage society, 1977); enok
mortensen, stories from our church: a popular history of the danish evangeli- ... mortensen, schools for life. 27.
furer, scandinavians in america, 80. danish american heritage society 925 ne 15 street salem ... danish american heritage society 925 ne 15th street salem, or 97301 phone 503.588.1331 ... the bridge:
journal of the danish american heritage society appears twice a year and contains articles and book reviews
dealing with all ... enok mortensen ... the cups of blood are emptied pietism and cultural ... - nielsen,
john mark, "the cups of blood are emptied pietism and cultural heritage in two danish immigrant schools on
the great plains" (2003)eat plains quarterly. 2417. ... life, immigrant schools, rolvaag john mark nielsen is
professor of english at dana ... paul c. nyholm and enok mortensen, jottings - danish american - enok
mortensen’s novel becomes ... the danish american archive and library jottings page 2 official announcement
of daal annual meeting: october ... enok mortensen’s novel of peder bro and the life and early years of danish
immigrants in the united states. docubeit mune - eric - docubeit mune ed 174 505 so 011 812 author
paulston, rolland g. ... schools for life: the gruntvi ian folk high schools in america. (askov, minn.: american
publishing company, 1977). 143 p. enok mortensen taught at three of these schools and served as a pastor
for. danish-american congregations. he argues that the attempt to transplant. danish immigrant materials:
the archives at grand view college - schools for life, which deals with the folk school in america, the
author, enok mortensen, relied heavily on the material in the grand view archives. to date we have almost no
oral history. taping interviews is, ... danish immigrant materials: the archives at grand view college our
saviour’s lutheran church - according to danish synod historian enok mortensen, in his stories from our
church, “this danish poet, preacher, historian, and patriot [grundtvig] believed that ‘every dane should be an
enlightened, useful citizen’ … that man’s entire earthly life was a god-given
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